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The Business
Established in 1943,
the Shomera Insurance
Company is a rapidly
expanding insurance firm
that encompasses a network
of more than 3000 users
at the agents offices. In
the course of establishing
new policies or amending
existing accounts, the
field offices must often
exchange electronic files
containing highly sensitive
and confidential customer
information with the
company headquarters.
As with all firms in the
insurance industry, Shomera’s
business activities are subject
to stringent regulations
that govern the transfer
of sensitive personal data.
Government and industry
requirements demand stateof-theart security measures
and advanced tracking
and audit-trail capabilities.

Shomera secured its file transfer with Safe-T
Secure File Access solution
Safe-T provides a comprehensive solution for securing
files and data, and for meeting the strictest regulatory
requirements.

The Challenge
Due to requlatory requirements in the State of Israel, Shomera is required
to follow strict regulations in the field of information security, including
conveying sensitive data to all Shomera's agents.

The Solution
In 2012, Shomera deployed Safe-T's Secure File Access solution, which
is based on Safe-T Box secure data exchange platform. Safe-T unique
architecture enables IT departments to create simple, powerful application
workflows that apply company policy to users and groups and strengthen
content sharing guidelines. By managing the collaborative workflow visa-vis third-party applications, shared content is validated against the
policy and procedures - within the workflow itself - as it enters and leaves
the organization. The platform enables collaboration with anti-virus and
DLP products, business and IT systems, in-house developments, APIs, and
other open source technologies. After performing a simple installation
procedure and selecting system-wide user options, the system was up and
running throughout the entire organization within a few days. Safe-T Box's
rapid deployment and ease of use ensured that there was no discernible
negative impact on company efficiency or on the quality of inter-office
communications.

Benefits
Safe-T Secure File Access works transparently. It secures the enterprise
file transfer processes without disruption of business processes, while
meeting regulatory requirements.
Files of any size can be shared. Size limitations imposed by the mail
server are bypassed.

Files can be stored within the organization with no need to maintain
duplicate materials on a DMZ.
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"Safe-T is a highly
secured and flexible file
exchange solution.
With Safe-T we were
able to quickly and
easily implement
processes that
interwork with our
other business and
security systems.”
Ofer Chen,
Shomera's CIO
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Safe-T Secure File Access
Safe-T Secure File Access allows enterprises to securely transfer sensitive
data outside the organization. Integrating seamlessly with business
applications, legacy systems and proprietary tools, Safe-T adds security
layers to standard file share solutions including authentication, data
scanning and data encryption. In addition, designed from the ground up
with compliance as a top priority, Safe-T enables enterprises across all
sectors to comply with over a dozen regulations, including PCI-DSS and
HIPAA.

